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reduce the communication costs of the application.
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Résumé : Les générations actuelles de grappes de n÷uds NUMA possèdent des processeurs
multic÷urs ou manycore. Le programmation e�cace de telles architectures est un véritable dé�
parce que de nombreux détails matériels doivent être pris en considération, en particulier la
hiérarchie mémoire. A�n d'améliorer les performances des applications parallèles, une idée sé-
duisante est de diminuer le coût de leurs communications en faisant correspondre leur schéma
de communication à l'architecture matérielle sous-jacente. Dans ce rapport de recherche, nous
détaillons l'algorithme et les techniques proposés a�n d'obtenir ce résultat : d'abord, nous col-
lectons deux informations-clefs, à savoir, le schéma de communication et les détails matériels de
l'architecture-cible. Ensuite, nous calculons une permutation des numéros de rang des processus
de l'application. Pour �nir, ces nouveaux numéros de rang sont utilisés dans les opérations de
communication en vue de diminuer les coûts de communication de l'application.

Mots-clés : Programmation parallèlle, Calcul haute-performance, Programmation multic÷ur
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1 Introduction

In the �elds of science and engineering, it is necessary to solve complex problems that require
a tremendous amount of computational power (e.g. molecular dynamics, climate simulation,
plane wing design, etc.). Nowadays, for such applications, parallel computers are used in order
to solve larger problems at longer and �ner time-scales. However, with the expected increase of
application concurrency and input data size, one of the most important challenges to be addressed
in the forthcoming years is that of locality, i.e., how to improve data access and transfer within
the application [DBea11].

Among the di�erent aspects of locality, one issue arises from the memory and the network:
the transfer time of data exchanges between processes of an application depends on both the
a�nity of the processes and their location. A thorough analysis of the way an application behaves
and of the platform on which it is executed, as well as clever algorithms and strategies have the
potential to dramatically improve the application communication time. Indeed, the performance
of many existing applications could bene�t from improved locality [PRA12]. In this report,
we therefore tackle this locality problem by optimizing data transfers between processes of an
application. The proposed solution relies on models of the processes' a�nity and on models of
the topology of the underlying architecture. We use an algorithm called TreeMatch to perform
an optimized process placement that tells where to map these processes on the computing units
of a distributed memory multicore parallel machine.

This report exposes the model, TreeMatch and some optimizations as well as the techniques
we developed to compute and enforce a placement policy. Moreover, for validation purposes, this
work has been instantiated using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [Mes94]. Experiments
show that our algorithm, thanks to its adaptive strategies, is able to execute faster than other
usual techniques, such as graph-embedding or graph partitioning. On synthetic kernels and
on a real-world Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) application, we show that, by placing
the processes so that the communication pattern matches the underlying hardware architecture,
substantial performance gains can be achieved compared to standard MPI placement policies
and other solutions from the literature. Moreover, this placement can be enforced automati-
cally and transparently thanks to the virtual topology mechanisms available in the MPI stan-
dard [HRR+11].

This report is organized as follows: Section 2 exposes the problem and the method used for
this work. Section 3 describes previous and related works dealing with process placement, while
the core of our work, TreeMatch, is described and discussed in Section 4. Experiments that
validate our approach are analyzed in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes this report.

2 Problem Statement and Method Description

This work targets process placement to tackle the locality problem that stems from the way
data are exchanged between processes of a parallel application either through the network or
through the memory. De facto, the main standard for programming with parallel processes is
MPI. Therefore, in the remainder of this report, the problem is tackled through the prism of
MPI. Nevertheless, most of this work it is not strictly bound to this standard. It can be applied
to any other parallel process-based programming model. For instance, it can be applied to
Charm++ [KK93] and to a lesser extent to Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) languages.

Moreover, we would like to emphasize the fact that the method and algorithm presented
in this report make no assumptions about the MPI processes themselves. Our work is thus
applicable even in the case of multithreaded MPI processes: this only requires that the cores
executing the threads of a given process be considered as a single processing element. To account
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4 Jeannot & Mercier & Tessier

for this abstraction, we will refer to computing units in order to encompass both notions of cores
and processors.

An MPI application distributes its work among entities called MPI processes that run in
parallel on the various physical computing units of the machine (processors or cores). The pro-
gramming model of MPI is �at : each process can communicate directly with other application
processes. All processes send and receive messages containing data during the application execu-
tion. The exchanges can be irregular, which means that a given MPI process will not necessarily
communicate with all the other MPI processes and that the amount of data exchanged between
consecutive messages may vary. This communication pattern can be viewed as a characteristic
of the application [MTM+09].

We provide now several examples of communication patterns; what is shown is the number of
messages exchanged between processes. The rank numbers correspond to that of MPI_COMM_WORLD.
Figure 1 shows the pattern for the CG kernel of the NAS benchmarks, Figure 2 shows FT and
Figure 3 shows LU. For Zeus/MP, Fig. 4 shows the pattern for 64 processes.
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Figure 1: Communication pattern of CG.C.64

On the other hand, MPI applications can run on a wide range of hardware architectures. In
the case of clusters of NUMA nodes, both the network and the nodes' internal memory hierar-
chy induce communication speed variations. For instance, two processes sharing the same L3
cache will communicate faster than two processes located on di�erent nodes. As a consequence,
the physical location of the MPI processes in�uences application communication costs. That
is, communication performance is heterogeneous within a single machine. An intuitive idea is
therefore to match an application communication pattern to the target hardware by mapping
the application processes onto dedicated computing units.

Process placement is of interest for classes of parallel applications for which performance is
limited by the communication e�ciency (a.k.a communication-bound applications). The current
trend in parallel architectures is to increase the number of computing units as much as possible.
However, what is possible with processors and cores is not with the memory resources. Hence,
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Figure 2: Communication pattern of FT.D.64
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Figure 3: Communication pattern of LU.D.64

the amount of available memory per computing unit is likely to decrease drastically in the
forthcoming years. As a consequence, the process placement issue is relevant even for compute-
bound applications as in the near future the memory, and later the network, might become the
bottleneck of some of them. Hence, decreasing communication costs is important to improve
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Figure 4: Communication of Zeus/MP 64

scalability, regardless of the class of parallel applications considered.

To compute such a mapping, we propose the following three-steps method:

1. Gather the communication pattern of the target application

2. Model the target underlying architecture

3. Compute a matching between the MPI process ranks and the computing unit numbers.
This matching de�nes a placement policy that is enforced when the application is launched.

2.1 First Step: Gathering an Application Communication Pattern

The �rst piece of information needed is the target application communication pattern. Currently,
our method relies on the instrumentation of the application code followed by a preliminary run
of this modi�ed code. To that end, we introduced a limited number of pro�ling elements1

within existing MPI implementations (both MPICH2 and Open MPI). By modifying the low-
level communication layers in the MPICH2 (e.g., the Nemesis channel [D. 07a]) and Open MPI
stacks, we are able to trace data exchanges exhaustively in cases of both point-to-point and
collective communications, which is not the case with regular pro�ling libraries. Indeed, thanks
to this low-level monitoring, we can see the control messages as well as the implementation-
speci�c messages forwarded during a collective operation (e.g. during a gather or a scatter).
Since this monitoring is very light, it does not disturb the application execution.

The main drawback of this approach is the following: this preliminary run of the application
is mandatory and a change in the execution (e.g the number of processors, the input data, etc.)

1These monitoring elements account for about a hundred lines of code in the MPICH2 or Open MPI software
stacks for instance.
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often leads to a rerun of the pro�ling. However, this step is necessary for legacy MPI applica-
tions for which the pattern is not already available. Indeed, newly developed MPI applications
could provide the communication pattern directly to the relevant MPI routine (see Step 3 in
Section 2.3). In such a case, this �rst step is not required anymore. We believe that this mon-
itoring approach is relevant in many cases. Indeed, there are classes of scienti�c applications
that possess a static communication pattern. For instance, CFD applications feature a regular
pattern that is repeated at each step of the algorithm.

For now, we consider only a spatial pattern, that is, we do not take into consideration the
changes (if any) in the application behavior during its execution. Indeed, we consider that
the pattern is static and we aim to optimize the placement based on the behavior of the whole
execution of the application. Also, we consider static applications, where the number of MPI
processes is constant during their execution. We derive several metrics from the generated trace:

msg is the number of messages exchanged between pairs of MPI processes. Such a view is
important when we have a lot of small messages and communications are latency-bound.

size is the amount of data exchanged between pairs of MPI processes. Such a view is important
for bandwidth-bound communications in the application.

avg is the average size of the messages exchanged between pairs of MPI processes.

2.2 Next Step: Modeling the Hardware Architecture

The second step to determine a relevant process placement is to retrieve information about the
underlying hardware (e.g., memory hierarchy, cores numbers, etc.). To achieve this in a portable
way is not straightforward. Actually, until recently, no tool was able to easily provide information
about the various cache levels (such as their sizes and which cores access them) on a wide range
of systems. To this end, we participated in the development of a software to ful�ll this goal:
Hardware Locality or Hwloc [BCOM+10].

Indeed, thanks to Hwloc the hardware architecture can be modeled by a tree, the depth
of which corresponds to the depth of the hardware component in the hierarchy (e.g. network
switches, cabinet, nodes, processors, caches, cores) and where the leaves are the computing
units of the architecture. Hwloc allows us to model the architecture in a portable fashion
(i.e., across operating systems). It is also �exible: this modeling can be performed dynamically
because Hwloc is implemented as a library that is callable by another software, such as an MPI
implementation.

However, the use of Hwloc in our work is not mandatory. Actually, one of our previous
work [MCO09] relied on a topology matrix2 to model the architecture. Because such a repre-
sentation induces a �attening of the view of the hardware structure, valuable information that
could be exploited by the matching algorithm is lost. Moreover, since a NUMA node is most of
the time hierarchically structured, a tree provides a more reliable representation than a topology
matrix.

2.3 Last Step: Computing and Enforcing the Process Placement

In this section, we describe how to enforce the placement policy determined by the matching
algorithm after both previous pieces of information have been gathered. Our algorithm is exposed
in Section 4. Enforcing the placement policy means that each MPI process has to be executed

2The same approach as in [CCH+06].
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8 Jeannot & Mercier & Tessier

on its own dedicated computing unit. This task is out of the scope of the MPI standard and falls
on the MPI implementation process manager or runtime system.

There are two methods to enforce the process placement policy. The �rst one is the resource
binding technique ([MCO09],[RMNP09]). Generally speaking, binding the processes of a parallel
application to computing units leads to a decrease of the system noise and improves performance:
when the processes are bound to computing units, the application is able to deliver more stable
and predictable performance. Indeed, the standard deviation of the overall execution time is
decreased, as shown in Table 1. When a process is not bound to a speci�c computing unit, the
operating system scheduler may swap it to another computing unit, leading to cache misses that
harm performance. However, as the scheduling of processes is not deterministic, the impact on
the performance varies from one run to another. That is why the standard deviation of several
runs is lower when binding is enforced.

Number of Iterations No Binding Binding Improvement
of Processes of Processes

1000 0.077 0.089 +15%
2000 0.127 0.062 -51%
3000 0.112 0.097 -13%
4000 0.069 0.052 -25%
5000 0.289 0.121 -58%
10000 0.487 0.194 -60%
15000 0.24 0.154 -36%
20000 0.374 0.133 -64%
25000 0.597 0.247 -59%
30000 0.744 0.26 -65%
35000 0.78 0.3 -61%
40000 0.687 0.227 -67%
45000 0.776 0.631 -19%
50000 1.095 0.463 -58%

Table 1: Standard deviation �gures for 10 runs of ZEUS-MP/2 CFD application with 64 processes
(mhd blast case)

With the resource binding technique, the matching algorithm computes on which physical
computing unit an MPI process should be located. Therefore, a unique MPI process rank of the
application corresponds to a single computing unit number3. The MPI implementation process
manager then binds the application processes accordingly. Legacy MPI applications do not need
to be modi�ed to take advantage of this approach. Its drawbacks are its lack of transparency
because the user has to rely on MPI implementation-speci�c options and its lack of �exibility
since changing the binding during an application execution is di�cult.

The second method is called rank reordering. In this case, the MPI processes are �rst bound to
computing units when the application is launched, but without following a speci�c or optimized
binding policy. Then, the MPI application creates a new communicator with application-speci�c
information attached to it. The ranks of the MPI processes belonging to this communicator
can be reordered, that is, changed to �t some application constraints. In particular, these rank
numbers can be modi�ed to create a match between the application communication pattern and
the underlying physical architecture. In this case, the matching algorithm computes a new MPI
rank number for each process rather than a resource number. This reordering of rank numbers
should be performed before any application data are loaded into the MPI processes in order to
avoid data movements afterwards.

Legacy MPI applications need to be modi�ed to issue a call to a rank-reordering MPI function
and then use the new communicator. Fortunately, the extent of these modi�cations is quite

3We make the hypothesis that there is no oversubscribing of the computing units.
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Process Placement in Multicore Clusters: Algorithmic Issues and Practical Techniques 9

limited (a few dozen code lines, see Appendix A for examples). MPI_Dist_graph_create (part of
the standard since MPI 2.2 [HRR+11]) is one such MPI function with rank reordering capabilities.
It takes as arguments a set of pointers (sources, destinations, degrees and weights) that
de�ne a graph. These pointers can convey random application communication patterns to the
MPI implementation. As the current implementation of this function in Open MPI and MPICH2
software stacks does not perform any rank reordering, we improved both versions by integrating
Hwloc and our TreeMatch matching algorithm. [MJ11] describes a centralized version of this
work in which a single MPI process gathers all the hardware information with Hwloc, then
calls TreeMatch to compute the reordering and �nally broadcasts the new ranks to all the
other MPI processes of the application. To circumvent the lack of scalability of this approach,
we implemented, for this report, a partially distributed version in which each node reorders only
its (local) MPI processes.

In this case, scalability is improved but the intial dispatch of MPI processes has in�uence on
the �nal result. Indeed, the processes running TreeMatch possess local information only and
therefore cannot reduce the amount of internode communication in the application. Relying on a
standard MPI call ensures portability, transparency and dynamicity as it can be issued multiple
times during an application execution. These aspects aside, the rank reordering technique yields
the same performance improvements as the resource binding technique.

3 State of the Art

The issue of process placement on processors in order to match a communication pattern to
the underlying hardware architecture has been studied previously. This mapping problem is
usually modeled as a Graph Embedding Problem. More precisely, the problem is introduced in
[Hat98] and an algorithm based on the Kernighan-Lin heuristic [B. 70] is described as well as
results for several benchmarks. However, this work is tailored for a speci�c vendor hardware and
is thus not suitable for generic architectures. Also, the author optimizes some of the routines
that create Cartesian topologies but leaves unaddressed the generic graph topology case. The
experiments show dramatic improvements but are restricted to benchmarks that only perform
communications and no computation.

Some other works address generic virtual topologies (used to express the communication pat-
tern) but consider only the network physical topology for the hardware aspects. The Blue Gene
class of machines has been especially targeted ([SB05], [YCM06], or [BGVB11]). In�niBand fabric
is also a suject of studies: [RGB+11] and [IGO12] empirically assess the performance of the inter-
connection network to provide a usable model of the underlying architecture. [SPK+12] uses the
Neighbor Joining Method to detect the physical topology of the underlying In�niBand network.
LibTopoMap [HS11] also considers generic network topologies and relies on ParMETIS [KK95]
to solve the resulting graph problem. Such approaches are de�nitively complementary to our
work as they do not take into account the internal structure of multicore nodes.

MPI topology mechanism implementation issues are discussed in [J. 02]. Both Cartesian and
graph topologies are addressed by this work, and the algorithm proposed is also based on the
Kernighan-Lin heuristic. The optimization criterion considered is either the total communication
cost or the optimal load balance. Again, this work is designed for a speci�c vendor hardware
(NEC SX series). The proposed approach is thus less generic than ours and, more importantly,
does not apply to clusters of multicore nodes, which are our target architectures.

MPIPP [CCH+06] is a set of tools aimed at optimizing an MPI application execution on
the underlying hardware. MPIPP relies on an external tool to gather the hardware information
statically, while we manage to perform this task dynamically at runtime (see Section 2.2). Also,
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10 Jeannot & Mercier & Tessier

MPIPP allows only the dispatching of MPI processes on nodes (machines) and does not address
the mapping of processes on speci�c computing units within a node. Multicore machines are thus
not fully exploited, as the memory hierarchy cannot be taken into account. The same drawback
applies to [BAG12], which manages to e�ectively reduce the amount of internode communication
of an MPI application by performing a so-called reordering operation. However, the meaning
of reordering in [BAG12] is di�erent from our work. Indeed, [BAG12] only reorganizes the �le
containing the node names (a.k.a the hosts �le), thus changing the way processes are dispatched
on the nodes. That is, the MPI processes are not bound to dedicated computing units and
the application does not actually call any real MPI reordering routine. Hence, our partially
distributed implementation of MPI_Dist_graph_create could be an ideal complement to this
work.

Some recent works bind MPI processes to dedicated computing units in order to improve com-
munications performance. This resource binding technique is studied in [RMNP09] and [MCO09].
Both were published around the same time and share a very similar design. As a consequence,
they su�er from the same limitations: they do not make use of standard MPI calls to reorder the
process ranks, they both rely on the Scotch [F. 94] partitioner and they are unable to gather
the hardware information dynamically at runtime. Also, [RMNP09] uses a purely quantitative
approach, while ours is qualitative since we manage to use the structure of the memory hierarchy
of a node. It is worth noting that major free MPI implementations such as MPICH2 [Arg04]
and Open MPI [GFB+04] provide options to perform this binding of processes at launch time
thanks to their process managers, Hydra and ORTE, respectively. The user can choose from
some more or less sophisticated prede�ned placement policies (e.g., [HSD11]). However, such
policies are generic and fail to consider the application's communication patterns speci�cities.
There are other runtime systems that make use of the resource binding technique, such as the
ones provided by MPI vendors' implementations from Cray ([Nat], [J. 11]), HP [D. 07b] and
IBM (according to [E. 08]).

Collective communications are an important feature of the MPI interface and several works
aim at to improve their performance by taking into account the underlying physical architecture.
For instance, [ZGGT09] uses a hierarchical two-level scheme to make better use of multicore
nodes. [ZZCZ09] and [MHBD11] introduce process placement strategies in collectives to �nd
the most suitable algorithm for the considered collective operation. Our work considers all
communication in the application and is not restricted to collective operations.

Besides the aforementioned Kernighan-Lin heuristic, there are algorithms that are able to
solve a Graph Embedding Problem. Chaco [HL94] and Metis [KK95] (or ParMetis for its parallel
version) are examples of such graph-partitioning software. Scotch [F. 94] is a graph-partitioning
framework that is able to deal with tree-structured input data (called tleaf) to perform the
mapping. An important di�erence between graph partitioning/embedding techniques and our
work is that we only need the structure and the topology of the target hardware while the other
works require quantitative information about the hardware in order to make a precise evaluation
of the communication time, which is, most of the time, impossible to collect on current hardware
due to NUMA e�ects.

Programming models other than MPI can be used to address the problem of process place-
ment. For instance, in CHARM++ [KK93], it is possible to perform dynamic load balancing of
internal objects (chares) using information about the a�nity and the topology. PGAS languages
(e.g., UPC [UPC05]) expose a simple two-level scheme (local and remote) for memory a�nity
that can be used for mapping processes.

Inria
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4 The TreeMatch Algorithm

4.1 Regular version of TreeMatch

In this section, we present our matching algorithm, calledTreeMatch. This algorithm, depicted
in Algorithm 1, is able to compute a matching for the resource binding technique (i.e., computing
units numbers) or for the rank reordering technique (i.e., new MPI ranks). A �rst version of
TreeMatch was published in [JM10].

Algorithm 1: The TreeMatch Algorithm
Input: T// The topology tree
Input: m // The communication matrix
Input: D // The depth of the tree

1 groups[1..D − 1]=∅ // How nodes are grouped on each level
2 foreach depth← D − 1..1 do // We start from the leaves
3 p← order of m

// Extend the communication matrix if necessary
4 if p mod arity(T, depth− 1) 6= 0 then

5 m←ExtendComMatrix(T ,m,depth)

6 groups[depth]←GroupProcesses(T ,m,depth)// Group processes by communication affinity
7 m←AggregateComMatrix(m,groups[depth]) // Aggregate communication of the group of processes

88 MapGroups(T ,groups) // Process the groups to built the mapping

Proc 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 1000 10 1 100 1 1 1
1 1000 0 1000 1 1 100 1 1
2 10 1000 0 1000 1 1 100 1
3 1 1 1000 0 1 1 1 100
4 100 1 1 1 0 1000 10 1
5 1 100 1 1 1000 0 1000 1
6 1 1 100 1 10 1000 0 1000
7 1 1 1 100 1 1 1000 0

(a) Communication Matrix

!" #" $" %" &" '!" '" (" )" *" +" ''"

!" '" #" (" $" )" %" *"TreeMatch: 

Packed:  !" '" #" (" $" )" %" *"

!" #" $" %" )" *"'" ("Round Robin:  

Computing Units ID: 

(b) Topology Tree (squares represent mapped processes using di�erent algorithms)

Figure 5: Input Example of the TreeMatch Algorithm

For TreeMatch, we assume that the topology tree is balanced (leaves are all at the same
depth) and symmetric (all the nodes of a given depth possess the same arity). Such assumptions
are indeed very realistic in the case of a homogeneous parallel machine where all processors,
sockets, nodes or cabinets are identical. In order to optimize the communication time of an
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12 Jeannot & Mercier & Tessier

application, the TreeMatch algorithm will map processes to cores depending on the amount
of data they exchange.

To describe how the TreeMatch algorithm works we will run it on the example given in
Figure 5. Here, the topology is modeled by a tree of depth 4 with 12 leaves (computing units).
The communication pattern between MPI processes is modeled by an 8 × 8 matrix (hence, we
have eight processes). The algorithm processes the tree upward at depth 3. At this depth, we
call the arity of the node of the next level k. In our case k = 2 and divides the order p = 8 of the
matrixm. Hence, we directly go to line 6 where the algorithm calls the function GroupProcesses.
This information is given by a communication matrix, which can be determined as explained in
Section 2.1.

Function GroupProcesses(T ,m,depth)
Input: T //The topology tree
Input: m // The communication matrix
Input: depth // current depth

1 l←ListOfAllPossibleGroups(T ,m,depth)
2 G←GraphOfIncompatibility(l)
3 return IndependentSet(G)

This function �rst builds the list of possible groups of processes. The size of the group is
given by the arity k of the node of the tree at the upper level (here 2). For instance, we can
group process 0 with processes 1 or 2 up to 7 and process 1 with processes 2 up to 7 and so on.
Formally we have

(

2
8

)

= 28 possible groups of processes. As we have p = 8 processes and we
will group them by pairs (k=2), we need to �nd p/k = 4 groups that do not have processes in
common. To �nd these groups, we will build the graph of incompatibilities between the groups
(line 2). Two groups are incompatible if they share a process (e.g., group (2,5) is incompatible
with group (5,7) as process 5 cannot be mapped at two di�erent locations). In this graph of
incompatibilities, vertices correspond to the groups and we have an edge between two vertices
if the corresponding groups are incompatible. In the literature, such a graph is referred to as
the complement of a Kneser Graph [Kne55]. The set of groups we are looking for is thus an
independent set of this graph.

A valuable property of the complement of the Kneser graph is that since k divides p, any
maximal independent set is maximum and of size p/k. Therefore, any greedy algorithm always
�nds an independent set of the required size. However, all grouping of processes (i.e., independent
sets) are not of equal quality. They depend on the values of the matrix. In our example, grouping
process 0 with process 5 is not a good idea as they exchange only one piece of data and if we
group them we will have a lot of remaining communication to perform at the next level of the
topology. To account for this, we valuate the graph with the amount of communication reduced
thanks to this group. For instance, based on the matrix m, the sum of communication of process
0 is 1114 and of process 1 is 2104 for a total of 3218. If we group them together, we will reduce
the communication volume by 2000. Hence, the valuation of the vertex corresponding to group
(0,1) is 3218-2000=1218. The smaller the value, the better the grouping.

Unfortunately, �nding such an independent set of minimum weight is NP-Hard and inapprox-
imable at a constant ratio [KOHH05]. Therefore, we use heuristics to �nd a �good� independent
set:

� smallest values �rst: we rank vertices by smallest values �rst and we build a maximal
independent set greedily, starting with the vertices with smallest values.

� largest values last: we rank vertices by smallest values �rst and we build a maximal
independent set such that the largest index of the selected vertices is minimized.
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� largest weighted degrees �rst: we rank vertices by their decreasing weighted degrees
(the average weight of their neighbors) and we build a maximal independent set greedily,
starting with the vertices with largest weighted degrees [KOHH05].

In our implementation we start with the �rst method and try to improve the solution by
applying the last two. We can use a user-de�ned threshold value to disable the weighted degrees
technique when the number of possible groups is too large. In our case, regardless of the heuristic
we use, we �nd the independent set of minimum weight, which is {(0,1),(2,3),(4,5),(6,7)}. This
list is a�ected to the array group[3] in line 6 of the TreeMatch algorithm. This means that,
for instance, process 0 and process 1 will be put on leaves sharing the same predecessor.

Virt. Proc 0 1 2 3
0 0 1012 202 4
1 1012 0 4 202
2 202 4 0 1012
3 4 202 1012 0

(a) Aggregated matrix (depth 2)

Virt. Proc 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 1012 202 4 0 0
1 1012 0 4 202 0 0
2 202 4 0 1012 0 0
3 4 202 1012 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Extended matrix

Virt. Proc 0 1
0 0 412
1 412

(c) Aggregated matrix (depth 1)

Figure 6: Evolution of the communication matrix at di�erent steps of the algorithm

Then, we build the groups at depth 2, but we need to aggregate the matrixm with the remain-
ing communication beforehand. The aggregated matrix is computed in the AggregateComMatrix
Function.

Function AggregateComMatrix(m,g)
Input: m // The communication matrix
Input: g // list of groups of (virtual) processes to merge

1 n← NbGroups(g)
2 for i← 0..(n− 1) do
3 for j ← 0..(n− 1) do
4 if i = j then

5 r[i, j]← 0
6 else

7 r[i, j]←
∑

i1∈g[i]

∑

j1∈g[j]
m[i1, j1]

8 return r

The goal is to compute the remaining communication between each group of processes. For
instance, between the �rst group (0,1) and the second group (2,3) the amount of communication
is 1012 and is put in r[0, 1] (see Figure 6(a)). The matrix r is of size 4× 4 (we have four groups)
and is returned to be a�ected to m (line 7 of the TreeMatch algorithm). Now, the matrix m
corresponds to the communication pattern between groups of processes (called virtual processes)
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built during this step. The goal of the remaining steps of the algorithm is to group these virtual
processes up to the root of the tree.

Function ExtendComMatrix(T ,m,depth)
Input: T //The topology tree
Input: m // The communication matrix
Input: depth // current depth

1 p← order of m
2 k ←arity(T ,depth+1)
3 return AddEmptyLinesAndCol(m,k,p)

The algorithm then loops and decrements depth to 2. Here, the arity at depth 1 is 3 and
does not divide the order of m (4). Hence, we add two arti�cial groups that do not communicate
with any other groups. This means that we add two lines and two columns full of zeroes to the
matrix m. The new matrix is depicted in Figure 6(b). The goal of this step is to allow more
�exibility in the mapping, thus yielding a more e�cient mapping.

Once this step is performed, we can group the virtual processes (group of processes built
in the previous step). Here the graph modeling and the independent set heuristics lead to the
following mapping: {(0,1,4),(2,3,5)}. Then we aggregate the remaining communication to obtain
a 2× 2 matrix (see Figure 6(c)). During the next loop (depth=1), we have only one possibility
to group the virtual processes: {(0,1)}, which is a�ected to group[1].

The algorithm then goes to line 8. The goal of this step is to map the processes to the
resources. To perform this task, we use the groups array, which describes a hierarchy of groups
of processes. A traversal of this hierarchy gives the process mapping. For instance, virtual
process 0 (resp. 1) of group[1] is mapped on the left (resp. right) part of the tree. When a group
corresponds to an arti�cial group, no processes will be mapped to the corresponding sub-tree. At
the end, processes 0 to 7 are mapped to leaves (computing units) 0,2,4,6,1,3,5,7, respectively (see
bottom of Figure 5(b)). This mapping is optimal. The algorithm provides an optimal solution if
the communication matrix corresponds to a hierarchical communication pattern (processes can
be arranged in a tree, and the closer they are in this tree the more they communicate), that
can be mapped to the topology tree (such as the matrix of Figure 5(a)). In this case, optimal
groups of (virtual) processes are automatically found by the independent set heuristic, as the
corresponding weights of these groups are the smallest among all the groups. Moreover, thanks
to the creation of arti�cial groups (line 5), we avoid the Packed mapping 0,2,4,6,8,1,3, which is
worse as processes 4 and 5 communicate a lot with processes 6 and 7 and hence must be mapped
to the same sub-tree. On the same �gure, we can observe that the Round Robin mapping, which
maps process i on computing unit i, leads also to a suboptimal result.

The main cost of the algorithm is in the function GroupProcesses. If k is the arity of the
next level and p is the order of the current communication matrix, the complexity of this part
is proportional to the number of k-sized groups among a set of p elements and this number is
(

p
k

)

= O(pk).
TreeMatch uses a tree for modeling the hardware, while other solutions (e.g., MPIPP,

ParMetis, etc.) need a topology matrix describing the communication cost between each pair of
processes. Having a tree eases signi�cantly the algorithmic process by ignoring the quantitative
aspect of the communication: the speed and latency of the cache hierarchy. Indeed, gathering
such information is not always easy and communication speeds between computing units are very
hard to model accurately as they depend on many factors (message size, cache size, contention,
latency, bandwidth, etc.). Therefore, using only structural and qualitative information avoids
such inaccuracy and enables more portable solutions based only on the target hardware structure
(see Appendix B for more details).
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In the case where the nodes allocated to the applications are scattered all over the parallel
machine, TreeMatch is still able to provide a solution. If the network topology of the machine
is a tree, it must abstract the allocated portion using a balanced tree covering it (perhaps at
the cost of �attening the structure). If the topology is an arbitrary graph, the network needs to
be abstracted by a single node in the topology. In some cases, �attening the network does not
signi�cantly hinder the performance: in Figure 7, we present the timings of several NAS kernels
on 128 computing units (16 nodes) for both classes C and D. Two cases are studied: in the �rst,
all the nodes are on the same switch while in the second, computing nodes are dispatched evenly
on two switches, incurring more costly communications. The solution computed by TreeMatch
is the same in both cases. Results show that, nevertheless, the impact on the performance for
these two cases is small. Moreover, as explained in the State-of-the-Art Section, complex network
topologies are addressed by other works in a complementary fashion.

cg.C.128 cg.D.128 ft.C.128 ft.D.128 lu.C.128 lu.D.128

Impact of network on processes placement with TreeMatch
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Figure 7: Network fragmentation

In TreeMatch, the topology tree is processed upward and processes are recursively grouped
according to the arity of the next considered level. The main cost of the algorithm is in the
function GroupProcesses. If k is the arity of the next level and p is the order of the current
communication matrix, the complexity of this part is proportional to the number of k-sized
groups among a set of p elements, and this number is

(

p
k

)

. However,
(

p
k

)

= O(pk). Hence,
the standard version has an exponential complexity. To avoid combinatorial explosion of the
algorithm running time we provide, in this article, two new mechanisms. First, we arti�cially
decompose a level of the tree into several levels. Second, we simplify the search and building of
groups when the number of such groups is large. Both optimizations are detailed and discussed
in the following subsection.
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4.2 Running Time Optimization of TreeMatch

4.2.1 Arity division of the tree

In order to reduce the number of possible groups in the function GroupProcesses, we decompose
a level of the tree of high arity into one or several levels of smaller arity. The only constraint
is that the product of the arities of these new levels has to be equal to the arity of the original
level. For instance, if a tree has a level with an arity of 4, we decompose this level into two levels
of arity 2. This increases the number of times the function GroupProcesses is called. But, as
2×

(

p
2

)

is smaller than
(

p
4

)

for p > 8, this is bene�cial as long as we have to map eight processes
or more (i.e., we are dealing with lower levels of the tree). More generally, we can decompose
k into prime factors and compute a decomposition of a node of arity k into di�erent levels with
an arity corresponding to each factor. As in modern computers the number of computing units
in a node is generally a multiple of 2 or 3, such techniques help to reduce k to reasonable values
for the lower levels of the tree (when p is high).

Let fk,d(p) =
(pk)

d( p
k/d)

, the function that models the gain when we divide a node of arity k into

d nodes of arity k/d for p processes (k < p and d divides k). Let us study when we have a gain
(i.e. when fk,d(p) > 1). By de�nition of

(

p
k

)

, we have4:

fk,d(p) =

(

k
d

)

!
(

p− k
d

)

!

k! (p− k)!d

The �rst order derivative is:

f ′k,d(p) = −

(

Ψ(p− k + 1)−Ψ
(

pd−k+d
d

))(

pd−k
d

)

!
(

k
d

)

!

k! (p− k)!d

where Ψ is the Digamma function that increases in ]0,+∞[. As p − k + 1 < pd−k+d
d , f ′k,d(p) is

positive for 0 < k < p. Hence, fk,d(p) is increasing with p. Moreover,

lim
p→∞

fk,d(p) =

(

k
d

)

!

k!d
lim
p→∞

(

p− k
d

)

!

(p− k)!
= +∞

because k < p and d > 1. Therefore, there exists a number p∗, such that ∀p > p∗, fk,d(p) > 1
and hence

(

p
k

)

> d
(

p
k/d

)

. This means that for any given node of arity k, there is a number of

processes above which it is always better to decompose this node in d nodes of arity k/d (where
d divides k).

Based on this consideration, we now ask this question: given a node of arity k, what is the
value of p∗ and what is the optimal value (d∗) of d? In order to answer this question, we have
computed all the possibilities for k ≤ 128 and p ≤ 500 000. The best value of d is the one
that minimizes d

(

p
k/d

)

. Interestingly enough, it appears that for all tested values of k and p this

optimal value d∗ does not depend on p and is always the greatest non trivial divisor of d (i.e.,
the greatest divisor not equal to d). This means that for any value of k there is only one value of
p∗ and one value of d∗ such that ∀p ≥ p∗,

(

p
k

)

> d∗
(

p
k/d∗

)

and ∀p ≥ p∗, d ≤ d∗, d
(

p
k/d

)

> d∗
(

p
k/d∗

)

.

For all k ≤ 128 and not prime, we display the values of p∗ and d∗ in Table 2.
Given a tree, it is now easy to optimally decompose it into a tree for which nodes of high

arity are decomposed into nodes of smaller arity. We �rst recall that in this work we assume
that the arity of all the nodes of a given level of a tree is the same. Then, at level n given a

4most of these computations can be checked using Matlab
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k p∗ d∗

4 8 2
6 10 3
8 12 4
9 14 3
10 14 5
12 16 6
14 18 7
15 20 5
16 20 8
18 22 9
20 24 10
21 26 7
22 26 11
24 28 12
25 32 5
26 30 13
27 32 9
28 32 14
30 34 15
32 36 16
33 38 11
34 38 17
35 42 7
36 40 18
38 42 19
39 44 13
40 44 20
42 46 21
44 48 22
45 50 15
46 50 23
48 52 24

k p∗ d∗

49 58 7
50 54 25
51 56 17
52 56 26
54 58 27
55 62 11
56 60 28
57 62 19
58 62 29
60 64 30
62 66 31
63 68 21
64 68 32
65 72 13
66 70 33
68 72 34
69 74 23
70 74 35
72 76 36
74 78 37
75 80 25
76 80 38
77 86 11
78 82 39
80 84 40
81 86 27
82 86 41
84 88 42
85 92 17
86 90 43
87 92 29
88 92 44

k p∗ d∗

90 94 45
91 100 13
92 96 46
93 98 31
94 98 47
95 102 19
96 100 48
98 102 49
99 104 33
100 104 50
102 106 51
104 108 52
105 110 35
106 110 53
108 112 54
110 114 55
111 116 37
112 116 56
114 118 57
115 122 23
116 120 58
117 122 39
118 122 59
119 128 17
120 124 60
122 126 61
123 128 41
124 128 62
125 132 25
126 130 63
128 132 64

Table 2: Table of optimal tree division. Given a node of arity k it tells above which number of
processors p∗ it is useful to divide this node into d∗ nodes of arity k/d∗. It is based on the fact
that ∀p ≥ p∗,

(

p
k

)

> d∗
(

p
k/d∗

)

.

node of arity kn, in order to decide if we decompose it or not we need to compute p, the number
of processes (or group of processes) that will be considered by the TreeMatch algorithm. We
have p =

∏n
i=0 ki: the number of nodes of the considered trees of a given level is the product of

the arities of the above levels. Then, if in the table at row k, p is greater than p∗, we divide all
the nodes of the level into d∗ nodes of arity k/d∗. To deal with large arities, we traverse the tree
several times (to check if the new node of arity K/d∗ can also be decomposed) until there is no
more possible node decomposition.

For example, consider a tree of depth 3 with arity from root to leaves equal to 4, 4 and 1.
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Based on Table 2, we see that it is optimal to only decompose the four nodes of the second
level because, for the �rst level, the TreeMatch algorithm will deal only with four groups of
processes. After optimization of the tree, we obtain four levels with arities of 4, 2, 2 and 1.

4.2.2 Speeding up the group building

Reducing the arity of a node is very useful as
(

p
k

)

= O(pk). Thanks to the above techniques,
most of the current architectures can be decomposed in trees with arities 2 and/or 3, reducing
the complexity of each TreeMatch step to squared or cubic complexities. However, even in this
case, the cost of these steps can be very high if we want to use TreeMatch at runtime (e.g., in
a load-balancer). Moreover, we cannot take this actual state for granted, and it is possible that
internal arities of nodes will be higher in the future. For instance, it is already the case in some
machines that the current arity of network switches is neither a multiple of 2 nor 3.

In order to handle this case, we have introduced a faster way of grouping processes or groups
of processes. This is described in the FastGroupProcesses function, which is executed instead of
the GroupProcesses one when

(

p
k

)

≥ Th, where Th is a user-given threshold (30 000 by default).

Function FastGroupProcesses(T ,m,depth)
Input: b //Number of buckets
Input: T //The topology tree
Input: m // The communication matrix

1 bucket_list←PartialSort(m, b);
2 return GreedyGrouping(bucket_list,T )

It works as follows: �rst, elements of the matrix are sorted according to their orders of
magnitude into b buckets (there are eight buckets by default). The largest elements of the
matrix are put in the �rst bucket, smaller elements in the last bucket. To construct these
buckets, we randomly extract a sample of 2b elements of the matrix. Then, we sort this sample.
To perform the partial sorting we extract b − 1 pivots from this sample. The �rst pivot is the
largest element of the sample and the ith pivot pi is the 2i−1 largest element of the sample.
Then, we set p0 = +∞ and pb = 0. Then, each element of the matrix of value v is put in the
bucket j such that pj−1 < v ≤ pj . Once all the matrix elements are put in the list of buckets, we
consider these elements bucket by bucket, starting with the bucket of largest elements. We sort
the current bucket and we group the largest elements of the current bucket together while there
are not enough groups. This is done greedily with the only constraint being that an element of
the matrix cannot be in two di�erent groups. If a bucket is exhausted, we take the next one.

5 Experimental Validation

In this section, we detail both the hardware and software elements used in our experiments and
we analyze the results achieved.

5.1 Experimental Environment

All experiments have been carried out on a cluster called PlaFRIM. This cluster is composed
of 64 nodes linked with an In�niBand interconnect (HCA: Mellanox Technologies, MT26428
ConnectX IB QDR). Each node features two Quad-core- Intel Xeon Nehalem X5550 (2.66
GHz) processors. 8 Mbytes of L3 cache are shared between the four cores of a CPU. There are
also 24 GB of 1.33 GHz DDR3 RAM on each node. The operating system is a SUSE Linux
(2.6.27 kernel). We reserved two In�niBand QDR switches and 16 nodes on each to perform the
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experiments. As for the software, by default we used Open MPI ver. 1.5.4 (MVAPICH2 ver 1.8
for one experiment) and Hwloc ver. 1.4.1.

First, we ran experiments with the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [BBDS94]. We focused on three
particular kernels:

� the Conjugate Gradient (CG) kernel because of its irregular memory accesses and commu-
nications

� the Fourier Transform (FT) kernel for its all-to-all communication pattern

� the Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel kernel (LU), which features a solver with irregular memory
accesses

For these three kernels we used two classes (C and D) to represent average or large problem
sizes. We also chose to test process placement on a real-world application: ZEUS-MP/2 [J. 06].
ZEUS-MP/2 is a CFD application that includes gas hydrodynamics, ideal magnetohydrody-
namics, �ux-limited radiation di�usion, self gravity, and multispecies advection. We compared
TreeMatch with Scotch, ParMETIS, Chaco and MPIPP. As MPIPP is a randomized strategy
we have two versions: MPIPP1 and MPIPP5. MPIPP5 consists of applying MPIPP1 �ve times.

We also tested two greedy process placement policies. The �rst one, called Round Robin
(RR), corresponds to the physical identity (process i is mapped onto physical computing unit
i) 5. The second one, called Packed, corresponds to the logical identity (process i is mapped
onto logical computing unit i). Logical numbering is usually di�erent from the physical one: in
logical numbering, units are numbered consecutively using a breadth-�rst search traversal of the
tree6. Some partitioners are natively able to �nd a solution to the process mapping problem
as de�ned here (e.g., Scotch with the tleaf input data, MPIPP). For ParMETIS and Chaco, we
implemented a graph-embedding algorithm to solve the mapping problem by leveraging their
k-way partitioning capabilities. It is worth noting that because of a coarsening algorithm, Scotch
and ParMETIS sometimes need a normalized matrix.

To represent architectures, Scotch proposes several formats. When dealing with a hierarchical,
tree-structured topology, Scotch uses the tleaf built-in de�nition. A tleaf �le is a single line �le
with the following syntax: tleaf n a0 v0 . . . an−1 vn−1
There are n + 1 levels in the tree (numbered from 0 to n). The leaves are at the level n. ai
(0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) is the arity of the ith level and vi (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) is the traversal cost between
level i and i+ 1.

An important issue encountered with Scotch arises from this tleaf representation with an
edge-weighted tree of the target architecture. These weights are used to compute the process
placement and the resulting mapping depends on these values. In our results, we used two
versions of Scotch: the �rst one, called Scotch, uses very small values (between 1 and 4) for the
weights while the second one, called Scotch_w, uses larger values (between 10 and 500).
In our 128-computing unit experiments, we used two tleaf structures:

� tleaf 4 16 4 2 3 2 2 2 1 for the scotch case and,

� tleaf 4 16 500 2 100 2 50 2 10 for the scotch_w case.

Each tleaf has the same structure: �ve levels with arity of intermediate nodes being 16, 2,
2 and 2. Only costs between the levels change. However, this is mainly a change in orders of
magnitude. Nevertheless, the scotch_w tleaf leads to worse results than the scotch one for the
ZEUS/MP experiments as shown in Fig. 14.

5This policy is typically enforced by batch schedulers when reserving nodes in a cluster for MPI applications.
6Figure 5 depicts the di�erence between RR and Packed policies.
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We used the three metrics described in Section 2.1: the number of messages exchanged
(msg), the amount of data exchanged (size) and a value corresponding to the average size of one
message (avg). As for the processes count, we ran every test case with 64, 128 and 256 process
con�guration (and the same number of computing units).

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Mapping computation time

In this section, we measured the mapping computation time of each graph partitioner and
TreeMatch. We mapped a communication graph ranging from 64 to 16384 vertices (corre-
sponding to the same number of processes) on a topology tree modeling 128 switches of 16 nodes
with two quad-core sockets. These communication graphs are dense graphs, modeling patterns
where all processes communicate at least once with every other one.
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Figure 8: Average mapping computation time comparison for various placement methods

Results are depicted in Figure 8. It shows the average runtime of 10 executions versus the
graph size. Only calculation times are displayed. I/O timings (i.e., loading the graph and writing
the solution to disk) are excluded. Runs have been made on a 2.66 GHz Intel Nehalem CPU.
We excluded the mapping time of MPIPP5. As we shall see in the results, MPIPP1 is already
the slowest placement method (more than 3550 s on a 256-vertices graph) and MPIPP5 is on
average �ve times slower than MPIPP1. We do not plot the Chaco graph after a size of 512
because it fails to handle larger graphs. On this plot, we can see that for small cases, Scotch
is the fastest solution. For a 128-vertices graph, Scotch takes 10 ms while TreeMatch takes
957 ms. However, beyond this size, TreeMatch changes its mapping strategy (as explained
in Section 4.2.2) and the slope of its curve �attens. For size 2048 and more, TreeMatch is
the fastest strategy. For size 16384, TreeMatch is seven times faster than Scotch and 20
times faster than ParMETIS. This demonstrates that TreeMatch scales better than the other
methods.

5.2.2 NAS parallel benchmarks comparison

For our experiments, we did a Cartesian product of all variable parameters (i.e., metrics, kernels,
classes and process counts) leading to 3 × 3 × 2 × 4 = 72 cases. Each case was run ten times
and we computed the average execution time.
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Figure 9 shows the projection for the various NAS kernels (i.e., CG, FT and LU) and depicts
the ratio to TreeMatch for each placement method using boxplots: the higher the ratio, the
better TreeMatch is. Each boxplot graphically presents �ve statistics7: the median (bold line),
the lower and upper quartile (colored box), lower (resp. upper) whiskers represent the lowest
(resp. largest) datum within 1.5 times the interquartile range of the lower (resp. upper) quartile,
outliers are shown as dots. In this experiment, as there is no di�erence between the two versions
of Scotch (small or large weights), we only show the small weights version. On average, we see
that Packed and RR are outperformed by TreeMatch. This is due to the fact that RR and
Packed are e�cient only for communication matrices that have large elements near the diagonal.
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Figure 9: Average execution time ratio between TreeMatch and other placement methods for
the NAS benchmarks. Results projected by kernels (LU, CG and FT). Metric Avg excluded.

TreeMatch shows better performance than the other methods. The best gain is achieved
for the CG kernel. This is explained by the fact that the communication matrix is highly irregular
and with large communication outside of the diagonal. Therefore, the placement proposed by
TreeMatch greatly reduces the costs associated with these communications. For the FT kernel
the gains are small because the communication matrix is very homogeneous (especially for the
size metric). Hence, the process placement has only a moderate in�uence on the execution
time. The LU kernel is between the CG and the FT kernels in terms of regularity and diagonal
dominance and small gains are achievable with this kernel.

We also provide projections for other parameters: the various metrics (Figure 10), the various
classes (Figures 12 and 11) and the various process counts considered (Figure 13). In Figure 10,
we show the ratios for the three metrics: the amount of exchanged data (Size), the number of
messages (Msg), and the average size of exchanged messages (Avg). We see that except for the
Avg metric for Packed and RR all the medians are above 1. For the Size andMsg metrics, almost
75% of the ratios are above one. Gains of more than 10% in execution times are commonplace
while we lose more than 10% only in marginal cases.

7See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Box_plot for more details.
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Figure 10: Average execution time ratio between TreeMatch and other placement methods for
the NAS benchmarks. Results projected by metrics (number of messages, data size or average
message size)

The worst results are obtained when RR and Packed policies are compared to TreeMatch
using the Avg metric. The actual execution times are in general higher for this metric than for
the Size and Msg ones. Indeed, RR and Packed methods do not depend on any metric as they
do not use the communication matrix but only the computing units numbering. Hence, it is
generally better not to use the average message size metric for computing the process placement.
For this reason, we have excluded this metric from Figures 11, 12 and 13.

In Figure 11, we see that the ratio over the other metrics decreases when we increase the class
(i.e., the problem size). Indeed, the tested kernels are compute-intensive ones, meaning that when
increasing the input size, the computation time grows faster than the communication time. As
the process placement helps in improving the communication time, the gain is in proportion less
for large inputs than for small inputs. However, if we display the di�erence between TreeMatch
and the other methods we can see that the gain (in terms of di�erence) is increasing along with
the input size, as shown in Figure 12.

In Figure 13, we see what happens when the number of processes increases. The main result
from this �gure is that the discrepancy of the ratios tends to increase along with the number of
processes. Actually, most of the cases with a ratio greater than one tend to keep a ratio greater
than one when we change the number of processes. One of the explanations for the distance
to 1.0 increasing with the number of processes is that the computation to communication ratio
decreases and e�ects due to communication are therefore more visible with higher numbers of
processes.

Other noticeable results are that MPIPP1 is worse than MPIPP5 whilst Chaco is the worst
method of all. Last, ParMETIS does not guarantee that the computed partitions are of equal
sizes because it is not designed to produce such partitions. This would explain the poor results
achieved with this partitioner.
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Figure 11: Average execution time ratio between TreeMatch and other placement methods for
the NAS benchmarks. Results projected by Class (C: average problem size, D: large problem
size). Metric Avg excluded

5.2.3 ZEUS-MP/2 comparison

In this section we present experiments carried out on the PlaFRIM platform with the ZEUS-
MP/2 CFD application. We have chosen to show the msg metric as it leads to the lowest
execution time for any method and for up to 3000 iterations.

Figures 14(a), 14(b) and 14(c) depict the results for di�erent process counts. The ZEUS-
MP/2 communication pattern is very irregular and process placement impacts the execution
time. RR and Packed also yield good results and rank third and fourth in this experiment.
Moreover, for 256 processes TreeMatch outperforms RR by more than 25% (285.62 s vs 388.61
s). Other methods lead to longer execution times, especially graph partitioners such as Chaco
or ParMETIS.

For these experiments, we see a di�erence whenever Scotch uses small or large weights for
describing the topology. The performance of the large weight case is the worst. For us, �nding
the best weights has not been possible without testing the mapping produced by Scotch and
the slight di�erence between the two con�gurations leads to a very large di�erence in terms of
performance (timings are more than doubled in Fig. 14(c)). TreeMatch does not su�er from
this drawback as it relies only on structural properties of the topology. Moreover, as shown in
Fig. 16 of Appendix B, the communication time between computing units is not a linear (not
even an a�ne) function of the message size. This explains why the tleaf model used by Scotch
is not able to capture the time taken to send a message.

5.2.4 Centralized vs. distributed mapping

Figure 5.2.4 shows the performance improvements obtained for ZEUS-MP/2 (mhd blast case, 64
processes) for various placement policies. Our reference policy is RR. Besides Packed, we tested
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Figure 12: Average execution time di�erence between TreeMatch and other placement methods
for the NAS benchmark. Results projected by Class (C: average problem size, D: large problem
size). Metric Avg excluded.
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Figure 14: Average execution time of ZEUS-MP/2 on several numbers of processes (average of
10 runs, msg metric, 3000 iterations)
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Figure 15: ZEUS-MP/2 (mhd blast case, 64 processes, MVAPICH2): in�uence of the placement
policy on performance

TreeMatch with size and msg metrics, both in centralized and partially distributed ways (c.f.
Section 2.3). The results con�rm that the best metric is msg and show that centralized reordering
performs better than other policies. This is due to the fact that we manage to reduce internode
tra�c and to improve intranode communication. For larger iteration counts, the gain is roughly
12% (67 s execution time for RR vs. 59 s). As for the partially distributed reordering, the initial
dispatch of processes was similar to that of RR. Hence, even if the performance delivered is only
on a par with Packed, we still manage to improve on RR. But as the machines feature only eight
cores, we cannot expect more improvements. We would like to make tests on nodes featuring
larger numbers of cores in the future.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

The locality problem is becoming a major challenge for current applications. Improving data
access and communication is a key issue for obtaining the full performance of the underlying
hardware. However, not only does the communication speed between computing units depend
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on their locations (due to cache size, memory hierarchy, latency and network bandwidth, topol-
ogy, etc.), but also the communication pattern between processes is not uniform (some pairs of
processes exchange far more data than others).

In this report, we have presented a new algorithm called TreeMatch, which computes a
process placement of the application tailored for the target machine. It is based on both the
application communication pattern and the architecture of the machine. Unlike other approaches
using graph-partitioning techniques, TreeMatch does not need accurate and quantitative in-
formation about the various communication speeds. Moreover, to speed up the algorithm, we
have proposed several optimizations: one is based on tree decomposition while the other relies
on a fast group building.

To evaluate our solution, we have compared TreeMatch against state-of-the-art strategies.
Two kinds of applications have been tested: the NAS parallel benchmarks and a CFD application
(ZEUS-MP/2). Results show that TreeMatch consistently outperforms graph-partitioning
based techniques. Regarding the Packed and RR policies, the more irregular the communication
pattern, the better the results. Gains of up to 25% have been exhibited in some cases.

TreeMatch is available in several implementations of MPI (MPICH2 and Open MPI) as the
MPI_Dist_graph_create function enabling rank reordering. Moreover, a partially distributed
version for large NUMA nodes interconnected by a network is also provided.

Future works are directed towards a fully distributed version of TreeMatch for the use of
large-scale machines. Another study will focus on easing the gathering of the communication
pattern. Several ways are possible, from static analysis of the code to simulation of the com-
munications or user-given information based on the structure of the data. Experiments on very
large machines are also targeted, especially ones with a large number of cores. This might require
even further optimization of TreeMatch.
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A Modi�cations to Legacy MPI Source Codes

We modi�ed legacy MPI applications to issue a call to the MPI 2.2 MPI_Dist_graph_create

routine in order to create a new communicator (comm_to_use) in which the processes ranks are
reordered. This call is made (and the reordering computed) just after the initialization step and
before any application data are loaded into the MPI processes, otherwise data movements are
necessary. Then, all relevant occurrences of MPI_COMM_WORLD are replaced by comm_to_use in
the rest of the code. We provide as a commodity a routine (read_pattern) that gets the pattern
from a trace �le generated by a previous run of the target application8.

A.1 An example of C application: the IS NAS kernel

In the case of the IS NAS kernel, two new program arguments are used: the �rst one is the name
of the pattern information �le while the second argument is the metric to be used (size, msg or
avg). Also, fourteen occurrences of MPI_COMM_WORLD have been replaced by comm_to_use in the
rest of the code (�le is.c).
Here is the complete modi�ed code:

/* Initialize MPI */
MPI_Init( &argc, &argv );
MPI_Comm_rank( MPI_COMM_WORLD, &my_rank );
MPI_Comm_size( MPI_COMM_WORLD, &comm_size );

if(argc > 1){
int reorder = 1;

if (my_rank == 0){
int *sources = NULL;
int *degrees = NULL;
int *destinations = NULL;
int *weights = NULL;

read_pattern(pattern_file,comm_size,
&destinations,&weights,
&sources,&degrees,metric_to_use);

MPI_Dist_graph_create(MPI_COMM_WORLD,comm_size,
sources,degrees,
destinations,weights,
MPI_INFO_NULL,
reorder, &comm_topo);

free(sources);
free(degrees);
free(destinations);
free(weights);

} else {
MPI_Dist_graph_create(MPI_COMM_WORLD,0,

NULL,NULL,
NULL,NULL,
MPI_INFO_NULL,
reorder, &comm_topo);

}

if ( comm_topo != MPI_COMM_NULL )
comm_to_use = comm_topo;

else
comm_to_use = MPI_COMM_WORLD;

MPI_Comm_rank( comm_to_use, &my_rank);
}

8The users are supposed to provide such a pattern and feed it directly to the MPI_Dist_graph_create function
through its destinations,weights, sources and degrees parameters.
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A.2 An example of Fortran application: ZEUS-MP/2

The ZEUS-MP/2 source code modi�cations follow the same scheme as the previous example:

1. A new variable comm_to_use has been introduced in the �le mod_files.F.

2. The �le configure.F has been modi�ed to make the call to MPI_Dist_graph_create (as
shown below).

3. MPI_COMM_WORLD occurrences have been replaced by comm_to_use in the following
source �les: mstart.F (seven occurrences), rshock.F (two occurrences), setup.F (14 oc-
currences), marshak.F (one occurrence), restart.F (two occurrences), fftwplan.c (two
occurrences) and fftw_ps.c (two occurrences).

Here is an excerpt of the configure.F �le demonstrating the use of the MPI_Dist_graph_create
function:

#ifdef MPI_USED
c
c Reordering modifs
c

character name*64, mode*1
integer switch_comm
integer num_degrees, numargs, newmode
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) :: sources
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) :: degrees
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) :: destinations
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) :: weights

#endif
c
c------------------------------------------------------------
c If parallel execution, start up MPI
c------------------------------------------------------------
c
#ifdef MPI_USED

call MPI_INIT( ierr )
call MPI_COMM_RANK( MPI_COMM_WORLD, myid_w , ierr )
call MPI_COMM_SIZE( MPI_COMM_WORLD, nprocs_w, ierr )

c
c Reordering Modifs
c

reorder = .true.
switch_comm = 0

numargs = iargc()
if (numargs .eq. 2) then

if(myid_w .eq. 0) then
allocate(sources(nprocs_w))
allocate(degrees(nprocs_w))
num_degrees = 0
call getarg(1, pattern_file)
call read_pattern_fortran_get_degrees(num_degrees,

> pattern_file)

allocate(destinations(num_degrees))
allocate(weights(num_degrees))

call getarg(2, metric_to_use)
read( metric_to_use, '(i10)' ) newmode
call read_pattern_fortran(nprocs_w, num_degrees,

> destinations(1), weights(1), sources(1),
> degrees(1),newmode,pattern_file)

call MPI_DIST_GRAPH_CREATE(MPI_COMM_WORLD,
> nprocs_w,sources,degrees,destinations,
> weights, MPI_INFO_NULL,
> reorder,comm_topo,ierr)

deallocate(sources,stat = ierr)
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deallocate(degrees,stat = ierr)
deallocate(destinations,stat = ierr)
deallocate(weights,stat = ierr )

else
call MPI_DIST_GRAPH_CREATE(MPI_COMM_WORLD, 0,

> 0, 0, 0, 0,
> MPI_INFO_NULL,
> reorder,comm_topo,ierr)

endif
switch_comm = 1

endif

if(switch_comm .eq. 1) then
comm_to_use = comm_topo

else
comm_to_use = MPI_COMM_WORLD

endif

call MPI_COMM_RANK(comm_to_use, myid_w, ierr)
reorder = .false.

#else
myid_w = 0
myid = 0

#endif /* MPI_USED */

B Bandwidth Measurements Between Computing Units

I In Figure 16 we present timings measuring the bandwidth obtained for transmitting a given
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Figure 16: ZEUS-MP/2 (metric: msg, 256 processes)

number of bytes on PLAFRIM using the NetPIPE9 tool. Three cases are shown, depending on
whether the sender and the receiver share the same L3 cache, share a memory bank, or are on
di�erent nodes. We see that the bandwidth is always the highest for the �rst case and always
the lowest for the last cases. Moreover, we see that the performance is not linear (and not
a�ne) in any cases. Overall, these experiments strengthen the structural models exploited by
TreeMatch compared to the quantitative approach followed by other tools such as Scotch.

9http://www.scl.ameslab.gov/netpipe/
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